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Even the ACLU Deserves A Fair Shake
by Adri Spain, Ediior-in-Chief
On Monday, October 19, the Washington & Lee University Executive laigths to propose non-partisan activities. For instance, they hope to createi
Committee decided to stand by their earlier decision and not fund Ae ACLU. forums to allow students to "speak-out" and sponsor speakers to stimulate
In light of the surrounding circumstances, this decision should be thought. No one would argue that eitfier the Democrats, Republicans, OT
reconsidered.
civil libertarians have a monopoly on encouraging discussion and debate. A
The ACLU's saga began two years ago when it first requested E.C. small B.C. minority agrees. According to Jay Sterne, third-year E.G.
funding. In both 1990 and 1991, Aey were denied. This year, when it representative, "The ACLU is a politically engaged club, but not a partisan
approached the SBA, the SBA decided not to fund the organis^on because club."
the organization consisted of both law students and undergraduates. The
Throughout the ad-hoc process, the E.C. has not been clear on what it
SBA then suggwted that the organization request funds from the Executive means by "partisan." According to Josh MacFarland, president of the E.C.,
Committee. Once again, after the W&L Chapter submitted its request and "We define a partisan group as one Aat takes a stance on particular political
attempted to argue its position, the E.C. decided to deny any and all funding, issues." However, any organization could be considered to take some type
The W&L Chapter of the ACLU has been treated unfairly in several of stance on an issue. For instance, is the Outing Qub partisan because they
respects.
believe individuals should spend more time outside rather than in the lab to
First, the group has been mislead and mistreated during the entire search for the cure for cancer? Is the Fancy Dress Committee partisan
budgetary process. During the first round of E.C. budgetary deliberations, because they believe the W&L community should invest thousands of dollars
the E.C. advised Andy Schneider, the ACLU chapter president, to arrive at for one nigjit of fun instead of giving the money to promote world peace?
a certain time for the discussion his organization. When he did arrive at that What criteria doestiieE.C. use to judge? Who decides and how?
time, he discovered that the E.C. had already discussed his organization and
Other E.C. funded organizations are also politically vocal. For instance,
had decided to deny funding. The E.C. mformed Schneider that they had during deliberations, Schneider reminded the Committee that Amnesty
decided to proceed by allowing groups to make their presentations in International, which receives E.C. funds, actively voices its criticism of
alphabetical order, and that he had arrived too late. However, although the capital punishment. How is this different from the ACLU voicing an
ACLU was called first at that meeting. Amnesty International, which is after additional interpretation of the Eighth Amendment? Why should one
the ACLU alphabetically, was called two hours later. Obviously, somebody allegedly "partisan" organization receive funding but the otiier not? The
in the E.C. gave Schneider erroneous information.
entire "partisan" distinction is less than clear.
After the E.C. initially denied the group funding, Schneiderfileda petition
Fourth, the E.C. did not follow any established procedure when it denied
for rehearing for the next meeting. However, the E.C. failed to place him fiinding. The main reason for this, obviously, is that the E.C. does not have
on the agenda for that meeting. The issue was tabled until the next E.C. such a procedure. Sterne stated that the E.C. was at a lost of how to deal
meeting. At this meeting, the E.C. decided to table the issue once again to with an organization that attempted to appeal the E.C.'s decision because "no
poll student response. Finally, on October 19, 1992, the E.C. deliberated group has really challenged our decision before." Perhaps it is time for the
and voted to uphold their previous decision and deny funding. Considering E.C. to develop some guidelines and procedures to avoid similar mishaps in
the way the E.C. mishandled the entire hearing and appeals process, the the future.
decision should not have been a surprise. Error breeds further error, and
Fifth, and perh^s most importantly, even if the ACLU could be
this case was no exception.
considered a partisan organization, why should partisan groups be denied
Second, this result discourages organizations to have both law students and funding? The Student Bar Association has rightfully defended its decision to
undergraduates as members. The E.C. reftised to ftind the organization fund such groups. The SBA recognizes that "partisan" groups have greatly
because it claims it will not fund organizations which it considers to be contributed to the W&L community. Partisan groups usher in new ideas,
"partisan." In contrast, however, the Student Bar Association wjll fund encourage debate, and stimulate thought. Either the E.C is afraid of
partisan organizations (e.g. National Lawyers Guild, Federalist Society, etc.)? exposing undergraduates to these new ideas or of hearing the many requests
Ironically, the Student Bar Association receives its funding directlyfromthe for funding that they predict will come in with a change of policy. If the
E.C. Tnerefore, although a partisan group comprised of both law students former is true, the E.C. is acting paternalistic. If the later is true, the E.C.
and undergraduates cannot receive E.C. funding through the S.B.A., a should examine the empirical evidencefromacross the bridge. The SBA has
partisan group comprised of only law students can receive such funding. As always funded groups like the ACLU, and the SBA has not been swamped
a result, the E.C. effectively sent a message to the ACLU to kick out their with requests to fund every cause under the sun.
undergraduate members and re-apply to the SBA for funds. Pretty nice In sum, the E.C. should abandon this ludicrous "partisan"/"non-partisan"
public policy for a student body continually encouraged to "briidge the distinction. The E.C. has been less than clear of its definition of partisan;
gap"....
the E.C. has yet to voice a cogent argument why this distinction is necessary;
Third, although Ms. Washbum*s "letter to the editor" addresses this issue and the distinction could very well be used as a pretext for denying ftinding
more clearly, many individuals would disagree that the specific projects that to organizations that may espouse views contrary to the views held by those
the W&L chapter proposed are "partisan." According to Webster's New on the E.C.
World Dictionary, the definition of "partisan" is "of or like a strong
Some E.C. members would agree. James Rambeau, second-year
supporter of a faction, party, etc." So with which party or faction is the representative, abstainedfromthe vote because he believed his constituency
ACLU so closely aligned? The national organization has supported both was in support of funding the organization. Rambeau stated it well: "The
Rodney King, Oliver North, and American Nazi demonstrators. They share E.C. sloped the ACLU in the face without so much as providing them with
Justice Blackmun's belief on abortion and Justice Scalia's belief on free rationale underlying the E.C.'s policy of not funding partisan groups,
speech. In fact, in the W&L Chapter's proposal, the Chapter went to great The group definitely received a raw deal."
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Union Chapter Requests Funding

To the Editor:
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has a chapter at
Washington and Lee, with members, and indeed, officers, from both
the undergraduate and Law School sides of campus. You*d think that
2i gii6up with supportfiromboth law students and undergrads would be
able to get fimd^-but you'd be wrong.
The ACLU is the victim of an image problem, in die nation at
large, and particularly here at W&L. The incorrect picture of the
ACLU that was painted during the 1988 Presidential campiEiign is
apparendy still coloring the prevailing attitude toward the Union, and
is negatively affecting our ability to obtain funding from both the SBA
and the Executive Committee.
So, in the interests of clearing up these misunderstandings,
educating our fellow students (and, in all honesty, in the interests of
trying to get our group funded) we present the following information:
The ACLU is a nonpartisan organization, neither liberal nor
conservative, and contrary to the popular misapprehension, neither
Democratic nor Republican. The ACLU has never endorsed nor
opposed a candidate for elected office. Acting on the fact that the
Constitution and Bill of Rights are neither self-enforcing nor
unassailable, the ACLU has, since its founding in 1920, dedicated
itself to defending the principles embodied therein. "The trutii is that
the American Civil Liberties Union has always stood for the most
traditional American values: Liberty, Justice, and Freedom for All.
Freedom of speech and association, religious liberty, privacy and
personal autonomy, equal justice and due process of law~these are die
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principles that animated and guided our nation's founders and are set
forth in the Bill of Rights."
The ACLU has been a rather low-profile group here in the past
year. This is not for a lack of leadership or ideas, but because we
haven't the money to do all of the things we'd really like to do. For
example, we'd like to bring more speakers to campus (last year we
brought Molly Ivans, a journalist/political humorist). We'd like to
sponsor debates and panel discussions (like the panel discussion we
sponsored with law Professors Ides and McThenia and undergraduate
Professor Rush). We'd like to have a nonpartisan election-eve party.
We'd like to sponsor letter-writing or telephoning projects. We'd like
to sponsor films. We'd like to have "sp^-outs," as we have in the
past. We'd like to sponsor more exhibits (like the displays we had in
the library in the fall of 1991, to commemmorate the 200th
anniversary of the Bill of Rights).
All of these events cost some amount of money, for publicity, if
nothing else. We try, whenever possible, to co-sponsor events with
academic departments or other groups, and we do collect dues from
our members, but we could do more, and more often, if we had a
budget.
We invite everyone to attend our meetings and to work with us.
Conservatives are just as welcome as liberals, moderates, and those
with no opinion. The freedom to think for yourself has always been
highly valued by the ACLU, and we welcome new voices to the
debates. That is, the debates we'd like to have, if we could afford
them.
The ACLU is currentiy circulating a petition to present to the
Executive Committee. Signing this petition does not indicate
agreement with the stands the ACLU takes, or that the person wants
to join the Union. It merely indicates that the individual believes that
the ACLU has the right to exist at Washington & Lee University, and
feels that the ACLU should be able to count on the financial support
of the Executive Committee. Students and faculty wishing to add their
names to the list can contact me, or the chapter president, Andrew
Schneider (an undergrad).
Thank you.
Amy Irene Washburn '94L
Treasurer, W&L Chapter of the ACLU
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Bush/Qjuayle Policies Gut Environmental Efforts
By Jay Sterne
Everyone knows the story about the
little Dutch boy. He noticed a small
leak in the town dike and acted quickly
to save the city by putting his finger in
the hole. There is even a statue
honoring him near the Spaamdem lock.
However, this story is nothing more
than a myth started by an anecdote
included in Mary Dodge*s Hans
Brinker, or the Silver Skates^ first
published in the U.S. in 1865. Over
the years, the story gained popularity
and credibility until Dutch officials
finally junq)ed on the bandwagon and
helped to perpetuate this myth, in part
due to the economic pressures of
tourism.
In much the same way, George Bush
has sought to cultivate his image as the
"Environmental President." This myth
began during his 1988 campaign, when
Bush promised to lead national efforts

to address the serious oivironmeatal
problems feuding our country. Four
years later. Bush is scrambling to
defend his environmental record.
Rather than reaffirm his 1988 stance.
Bush has abandoned the mvironment
and has instead embraced the false
dichotomy that characterizes
environmental protection efforts as
detrimnital to jobs and the economy.
Bush/Quayle Report Card
Council on Competitiveness
The Council on Competitiveness,
chaired by Quayle, professes to act a
neutral body designed to cut through
bureaucratic red tape. But, in fact, the
Council has work^ actively to ensure
that business interests take priority over
environmental, health and safety issues.
The Council has effectively used its

position in the White House to delay
and block the implemratation of
congressionally mandated regulations.
Quayle*s group works bdiind closed
doors, is not required to report its
activities, and resists any form of public
participation. Thus, the Council has
been able to gut important
mvironmoatal legislation such as the
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, while
Bush continues to tout the Act as an
example of his strong environmental
leadership. The Bush administration
also utilizes the Office of Management
and Budget to delay the implementation
of environmental regulations. A recent
memo leaked from EPA claims that 76
regulations have been stalled by OMB.
By usurping Congress* power to pass
laws, the Council*s actions raise serious
Constitutional questions.

Wetlands
Bush pledge in 1988 to support a
policy of "no net loss" of our nation*s
wetlands, no matter how small. In
1991 the Bush/Quayle administration
proposed to alter die definition for
wetlands so that 50% of existing
wetlands would be excluded,, from
federal protection. One response might
be "Who cares? We're just talking
about smelly swamps." However,^ as
scientists have gained a greater
understanding of wetlands fimctions, it
is clear that wetlands play a critical role
in enhancing water quality, controlling
floods, and supporting freshwater and
marine fisheries, as well as providing
the principal habitat for waterfowl.
Although it difficult to quantify the
economic value of a wetland, it is
important to factor in such value when
continued on page 5

Dems Talk Big But Do Little For Environment
By Karen Orr
Over the past four years, we have heard President Bush criticized for his
environmental record. However, most of this criticism has come from radical
environmental groups who do not see any need for balance, but rather put the rights
of insects above humans. The President, on the other hand, believes that
environmental protection and economic development go hand-in-hand; we should
woric to promote both, while compromising neither.
If one just listened to the media, it seems as though the Bush administration has
ravaged our land and water. If one looks at the record, this is just not true. The
Bush administration has set new enforcement records for proven polluters, has
reduced exposure of 130 million Americans to the risk of lead in drinking water, and
led efforts to phase out ozone-depleting chemicals, even accelerating the U.S. phaseout deadline. The Administration has set water-quality standards in 22 states which
had not adopted suffici^t ones, and has increased fimding to cities to treat sewage.
In 1992, $300 million was secured to help clean up harbors with severe sewage
problems: Boston, New York, L.A., San Diego, Seattle, and Baltimore. $340
million has been requested for 1993. In addition, the Bush administration filed
landmark suits to protect the Great Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico, and fines have
been won for the cleanup of the Chesapeake Bay.
As far as chemicals in our water are concerned, the Bush Administration has
issued new regulations which reduce lead, copper, and other harmful substances in
drinking water. This has provided cleaner water to 138 million Americans.
By far the most significant accomplishment has been the passage of the 1990 Clean
Air Act Amendments. This Act, when fully implemented, will reduce air pollutant
emissions by about 224 pounds for every person in this country. President Bu^
proposed to increase the funding to implement the Clean Air Act by 22 percent. In
addition, under the Bush Administration, 10 million fewer Americans are now living
in counties with unhealthy air than in 1989.
Unlike A1 Gore, the President strongly favors market-based approaches to solving
environmental problems. In fact, under the President's innovative market-based
emissions trading system, acid rain-causing sulfur-dioxide emissions have been cut.
The President wants to give incentives to business rather than mandates. He wants
to encourage the use of alternative fuels to help reduce auto emissions, and he
proposed the "Cash for Clunkers" initiative to get older, more polluting cars off the
road.
One potential problem which has received a lot of attention lately is "global
warming." While there is dispute in the scientific community about the merits of
this theory, there is some cause for concern. Presid^t Bush has acted very
reasonably in regard to this. He established the Global Change Research Program

in 1989, which has invested more in climate research than the rest of the world
combined-$2.7 billion over the last three years, and a proposed $1.4 billion for
1993.
Another s^sitive area of concern to mvironmratalists is the preservation of
wetlands. Since 1989, almost 2 million acres of wetlands have been acquired for
conservation. The federal spending for wetlands protection and restoration has been
doubled. In addition, the President signed the North American Wetlands
Conservation Act, which protects migratory waterfowl in the entire North American
continent.
Vice-Presid^t Quayle stated that there is a false conflict between jobs and the
environnmt. On this point Mr. Sterne and I agree; however, this is only true to a
certain ext^t. If many ^vironmaitalists have their way, jobs will be lost. The
Bush Administration seeks a balanced approach under which jobs will not be lost.
A1 Gore, however, would cross the line. His proposed increase in auto efficiency
standards would put 300,000 auto workers at risk. In addition. Gore has called for
the abolition of the combustion engine and calls the automobile America's greatest
national security threat. Is it just me M^O finds it hard to believe he could stand to
ride around in that bus? The Rio Treaty of ^^ch Clinton and Gore were so in favor
would likely have required a carbon tax >^ch could seriously undermine the biotech
industry, putting 600,000 jobs at risk before the year 2000.
My worthy opponent has criticized the Vice-President's Council on
Competitiveness for weakening certain environmental standards. One must
remember, however, that Congress passes the laws and the Executive Branch
implements them. The Council on Competitiveness has worked entirely within the
law to control agencies which try to overstq) their bounds and take regulations to an
extreme. A good example of an agency being reined in by the Conqietitivaiess
Council is seen by looking at the shelter-belts in the Great Plains states. These
shelter-belts are trees planted by farmers to control soil erosion. In the winter, the
trees collect snow which melts in the spring. The snow melting creates puddles by
the trees. The EPA tried to classify these puddles as wetlands and prevent the
farmers from using them for the one month a year while they were wet. This posed
a hardship to small farmers who wanted to drain and plow the land, so the Council
stepped in and told EPA that they were going beyond their statutory authority. The
Council did not change the law, but rather gave it a more reasonable interpretation
in this instance.
In order to make an informed decision, one must also look at the opponent's
record-so let's take a look at Bill Clinton's Arkansas. According to the Institute for
Southern Studies' Green Index, Arkansas under Clinton ranks 50th in America for
the quality of state environmental initiatives (i.e. attempts to improve or
continued on page 5
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GOP Policies Undermine Environmental Efforts
continued from page 4
unprecedoited gathering of 180 States,
making decisions affecting wetlands . international organizations and nonconservation.
governmental organizations which
The Bush administration's assault on
started to address the relationship
wetlands protection is a primary
betwem the growing needs and
example of how the Council worked
pressures of human development and
behind the scoies with business and
the resulting pressures now threatening
agricultural interests to weaken
the global environment. Rather than
environmental regulations. In response
taking this opportunity to lead
to . the difficult technical factors international environmental efforts, the
underlying wetlands issues, Quayle
U.S. worked aggressively to undermine
offered this dramatic solution: "How
the entire process. For example, the
about if we say when it*s wet, it's wet." U.S. opposed and refused to sign the
Biological Diversity Treaty, and woiked
to remove any binding commitments
under the Climate Change Treaty. In
"Quayle offered this dramatic public. Bush declared that U.S.
solution: 'How about if we say legislationprotecting biological diversity
was stronger than the Treaty, and that
when it's wet, it's wet.
provisions of the Treaty would
jeopardize the U.S. biotechnology
industiy. However, a memo originating
from within the Council on
Not surprisingly, this gross Competitivoiess and leaked to the press
oversimplification is not based on primarily attacked the Treaty because it
science, but is rather an exercise in would require the U.S. to strengthen its
linguistic gymnastics designed to environmental laws. Bush claimed that
his resistance to the Climate Change
maintain the mere form of Bush's "no
net loss" promise, without actually Treaty was based on the burdens it
having to protect wetlands. This type would impose on U.S. industries by
of decision, restricting the wetlands requiring them to reduce carbon dioxide
category to fiu^ilitate development emissions.
The Bush
administration's
interests, reflects the Bush/Quayle
administration's fulure to consider the performance at Rio r^resents the
full economic and environmental value culmination of his failed environmratal
policies.
Bush sacrificed global
of wetlands provide to our society.
leadership for minor domestic pecuniary
interests. It is also indicative of his
Rio Earth Summit
The Rio Earth Summit was an approach to the complex ravironnimtal

problems facing our country and the
globe: focus on short-term, small-scale
economic gain, and postpone addressing
issues that will require long-term
solutions accompanied by some
economic hardships. Bush attempted to
salvage his image by relying on the
strong environmental reputation of
William Reilly, EPA Administrator and
head of the U.S. delegation in Rio.
After witnessing his efforts to achieve
meaningful environmental goals at the
Summit subverted by White House
policy operatives, Reilly commented in
a memo to all EPA employees: "For me
personally, it was like a bungee jump.
You dive into space secured by a line
on your leg and trust it pulls you up
before you smash to the ground. It

Gore advocates a balanced
approach
that seeks to
incorporate the costs of
continued
environmental
degradation into our decisionmaking process.

doesn't typically occur to you that
someone might cut your line." For
everyone who relied on Bush's 1988
c a n ^ g n rhetoric, this feeling is
familiar.
Clinton/Gore: Hope For The Future
Despite the fiujt that environmental

issues have not received significant
attention throughout the campaign,
Governor Bill Clinton's selection of
Senator A1 Gore as his Vice Presidential
candidate served to sharpen the contrast
between the two Presidential candidates'
intentions towards the environment.
Not only has Bush failed to deliver
leadership on environmental issues, the
efforts of his Vice President, Dan
Quayle, have consistently worked
towards undermining existing
environmental standards and inhibiting
any increased protection eflbrts.
Gore has dedicated significant time
and energy towards understanding the
environmental problems facing the U.S.
and the world: population growth,
global warming, ozone depletion water
contamination, and loss of biological
diversity. His book, Earth In The
Balance, represents an aspirational
approach towards solving this myriad of
problems, which requires formulating
long-term strategies and policies that
will minimize the costs to our society.
Gore advocates a balanced approach that
seeks to incorporate the costs of
continued environmental degradation
into our decision-making process. By
adopting a broader perspective when
examining such contentious issues as the
preservation of old growth forests or
global warming, it becomes easier to
realize that the continuation of
unsustainable environmental practices
such as * clear-cutting will ultimately
sacrifice both the environment and the
economy.

Clinton/Gore Statements Erroneous
continued from page 4
improvements made in environmental quality); 47th in per capita toxic chemical
releases to surface water; 43rd in per capita spending on air pollution; 42nd in
proportion of polluted rivers and streams; 42nd in per ciq>ita toxic chemical releases
to air; and 41st in ozone-depleting emissions per capita. In addition, the chairman
of the Arkansas Pollution Control and Ecology Commission stated, "We deserve to
be low on the list. It doesn't mean that Arkansas has dirtier air than California, but
if California was operating on the laws of Arkansas, you'd probably have to have a
gas mask." In 1990, Governor Clinton wrote to EPA Chief WiUiam Reilly and
asked for a relaxation of sulfur dioxide emissions standards under die Clean Air Act.
The Clinton/Gore ticket favors increased auto efficiency standards-isn't this ironic
since Arkansas ranks last in automobile gas mileage, and 44th in transportation
efficiency? Fecal waste from chicken plants has been a huge problem in Arkansas.
Clinton has done little to address this, and 450 miles of streams in Arkansas are
affected by the problem.
Perhaps Clinton's shortfalls in the environmental area are among the reasons he
picked A1 Gore as his running mate. Gore however, has tried to have it both wayshe gets radical about anything threatening the spotted owl, and yet he was in favor
of the Tellico Dam in Tennessee, which threatened the snail darter. Personally, I
favored the dam too, but at least I try to be consistent.
In Gore's book. Earth in the Balance^ he stated that "we must make the rescue of
the environment the central organizing principle for civilization." Well, this is really
noble, and I like to preserve the environment too, but "the central organizing
principle?" Usually when I think of a central organizing principle something like
freedom or justice conies to mind!

Let Your Voice Be Heard..
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Briefly . . .
Travelling Abroad?
Students, faculty and stafF who are
planning trips abroad may want to check
the State Department Travel Information
notebook available in the University
Registrar's Office in Reid Hall.
Information is available for more than
40 countries and includes the current
federal recommendations for travel to
an area, phone numbers and/or
addresses of embassies or consulates,
crime prevention warnings, entry
requirements, medical assistance
availability, and occasional information
on curr^cy regulations and drug
penalties.
For further information about Law
Study Abroad programs, contact the
Placement Office or Roger Bowers,
International Law Society vicepresident, at carrel #395.

Need Some $$$ ???
Law School Admission Services
(LSAS) and Mead Data Central, Inc.,
have recently initiated the test phase of
the new Law Access Electronic Loan
Application System. This system allows
law students to apply for education
loans electronically
through
LEXIS/NEXIS terminals.
Through the system, students may
apply for Federal Stafford Loans,
Federal Supplemental Loans for
Students, and Law Access Loans.
Applications for all three types of loans
may be accessed and completed through
LEXIS 2000 terminals such as those
found in the W&L Law Library.
Following this test phase, the system
will be made available to all law schools
which are members of the Law School
Admission Council.
Nationwide
implemmtation of the system is
scheduled to begin in November 1992.

Dump Racism
The Environmental Law Forum and
the Black Law Students Association will
sponsor a presentation by David Sive on
the issue of Environmental Racism on
Wednesday, October 28, in room D, at
4:00 p.m. A reception is scheduled to
follow in the Moot Courtroom.
According to Jay Steme, president of
the Environm^tal Law Forum, Sive is
the senior partner at Sive, Paget, &
Riesel in New York City and is also
one of the country's founding
environm^tal attorneys.

Reception Planned
The Black Law Students' Association
would like to welcome all minority
students to the Washington & Lee and
Lexington communities. Arecq>tionin
their honor will be held Thursday,
October 22, 1992 from 7:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m. at the Fairfax Loimge on the
Washington & Lee undergraduate
campus.

Griping Encouraged
Smoking Banned
On Monday, October 19, the SBA
voted unanimously to declare the law
school snack bar tables a non-smoking
area from 11 a.m to 2 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The policy will go into
effect on Monday, October 26, 1992.
For more information, contact any SBA
officer.

Judge to Speak
The Black Law Students' Association
of Washington & Lee University would
like to invite the Washington & Lee and
Lexington/Buena Vista communities to
hear the Honorable Judge Shackleford
speak on Tuesday, November 10, 1992
at 6:00 p.m. in Classroom C of the Law
School (Lewis Hall). Reception to
follow. All are welcome to attend.

Horwitz Gives Tucker Lecture
By Mark Cathey
Friday, October 2, saw the
unchanging troths, passed down in the
Washington and Lee University School
manner of holy writ.
of Law host its forty-third annual John
Today s o c i ^ has in many ways
Randolph Tucker Lecture. The Tucker
become more secular, and Biblical and
lecture, one of the School of Law's
religious literalism is not a majority
most prestigious and longstanding out of
sentiment. On the Constitutional front,
classroom events, has brought some of
the New Deal, and to a greater extent,
this century's great legal minds to
the Warren court, sparked a revolution
Washington and Lee.
by promoting the a less literal idea of
This year's speaker was Morton J.
the Constitution— the Constitution as a
Horwitz, the Charles Warren Professor
"living document." As the agrarian
of American Legal History at Harvard
society of the Constitution's Framers
University.
His * book, The
was gradually replaced by an industrial
TYanrformation of American Law, 1780- society, the individualistic ethos of the
1860, has been called "one of the most Constitution was replaced by a vision of
significant books ever published on
the Constitution as a guardian, not only
American legal history." His most
of the individual, but also of those not
recent book is "The Transformation of
in a position to assert their
American Uw, 1870-1960."
individualism. The absolutist laissezHorwitz's lecture topic was "The faire "freedom of contract," embodied
Warren Court and the Pursuit of
in a decision like Lochner v. New York,
Justice." Horwitz called the era of
was replaced with a fiurer and htChief Justice Earl Warren, 1953 to
sighted reworking of -Constitutional
1969, A f r i c a ' s "second constitutional
meaning embodied in Brown v. Board
revolution;" a revolution preceded only
of Education,
by the 1937 revolution brought on by
Horwitz continually cited the Brown
the New Deal.
decision as a seminal moment in
In order to illustrate his conception of Constitutional History. The idea that
pre- and post- "revolution" attitudes race could be seen as a factor in
toward the Constitution, Horwitz Constitutional analysis was not
compared
19th century religious envisioned by the framers, but the
attitudes with pre-1937 attitudes toward v/ords of the document could certainly
the Constitution. In the 19th century, support such a conclusion. Horwitz
religious tenets were likely to be seen as sees race as the principle factor in the
truths to be taken literally; facts cf an Warren court's injection of "life" into
eternal and unchanging nature. the Constitution; he called the theme of
Similarly, the tenets of the Constitution racial injustice the "Beethoven's Fifth"
were interpreted as eternal and booming out over the cacophony of
continued on page 11

SBA News 'n' Views
By Carl Jensen

The Dean's Office has posted a
proposed schedule for spring 1993 in
the upstairs glass case. Students are
^couraged to note conflicts outside the
SBA office.

Clarence Takes a Peek
On Saturday, October 17, several law
students were privileged to meet the
newest member of this nation's highest
court in one of Metro-Lex's finest
eateries. The Golden Corral. The
Honorable Clarence Thomas was
allegedly in Lexington visiting his son
during VMI's parents' weekend.
However, our sources tell us that
Thomas was really on a reconnaissance
mission searching for an ideal building
on which to construct a wing to house
his official papers. As he left the town,
he was heard mumbling, "I can't
believe Lewey beat me to it."

Wow. Not a lot of SBA stuff going on in the near future. So let's reminisce over
those recent fimctions that have given us all so much pleasure.
The Bridge the Gap gathering was last Friday. I'm sure that it was a huge
success. The Bean's Crawl was hist Saturday. I'm sure that it, too, was a hit. (I
didn't actually go to either of these functions, but it's my job to write enthusiastically
about them. And while I wasn't at the Bean's Crawl, I was within hearing distance,
and it sounded like a good time. Especially when Ames Bowman passed out the
fortified wine. And, judging from the number of pink beer cups scattered around
her apartment, there was quite a turnout.)
Coming up is the Halloween Party out at Tollman's, with the Convertibles as the
band. You still have a week to figure out your costume, but remember-if you
decide to cross-dress, you'll have Bob Palladino to compete with for everyone's
attention. And Bobby sure is a sexy thang whra he's all dolled up.
The Bezanson Bowl will be played sometime in late January, or so it appears.
Originally scheduled for this weekend, the Bowl has been pushed back because of
the University football intramural season. (Incidentally, in that league, the Law 2
and Law 3 teams met in the championship game.. Even though Law 3 won, the day
belonged to John "Mad Dog" Lemmon, star of the Law 2 squad. Mad Dog was all
over the field, making key blocks, tackles, passes, and punts. He truly is a great
athlete. [John feels that the Czar doesn't give him enough press on the Sports Page,
and he's been lobbying me to use his name as often as possible.])
Finally, as for serious (read: other-than-social) news, the SP.A decided that,
effective soon, smoking will not be permitted from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.^ in the vending
machine/eating area in the Law School. Let's hope it works.
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Family Literacy Program Seeks Volunteers
Contributed by Elaine Bezanson & Brenda Vestal
The Rockbridge Regional Libraiy and
the Liteiacy Volunteers of the
Rockbridge Area are joining forces to
present a fiumly literacy program in
Rockbridge County for "at risk"
children and their parents.
In some areas of Rockbridge Gnrnty,
33% of the adults cannot read. Many
other adults do not read' to their
children. Because low literacy is passed
from one generation to the next, we
•have cases like David, Natasha, and
Mary Alice. David is a Sth grader who
reads on a 2nd grade level. David*s
mother does not read. Natasha is an
Sth grader, reading on a 3nl grade
level. Mary Alice is the mother of 4
children; the oldest is 6 years old.
Mary Alice wants to read to her
children, but she doesn't know how.
The mission of Grow Your Own
Readers is to break that cycle of low
litency among our county's fiunilies by
motivating children to read, by
motivating fiunilies to share books and
stories together, and by encounging
parents to be die "first teachers" of their

children. In addition, the mission is to
motivate adults to seek adult literacy
tutoring, also available at the library.
If you have an hour each week to
give to others and if you would like to
provide an invaluable service to one
Rockbridge County fiunily, the Grow
Your Own Readers Family Literacy
Project needs your help. No eqpecial
skills ate needed except for a love of
children, a bit of patience, and a desire
to motivate parents in educating their
children.
On Saturday, November 7, a group
of enthusiastic professionals will
volunteer their time to train a corps of
fiunily literacy volunteers--people just
like you. TIM training workshop will
take place from 9:00 a.m. until 2:00
p.m. in the Piovano Room at the
Lexington Library.
Librarians,
teachers, literacy providers, and mental
health clinicians will train you to
motivatefiuniliesand will i n t r o d ^ you
to the newly purchased resource
materials at the library fiir your use
with the fiunilies including pappeis.

!! Fall Fashions For
" T h e —

flannel board stories, games, puzzles,
and cassettes, as well as idea books and
childrm's literature.
Some time after you have completed
the training, you will be matched with a
fimiily widi whom you will meet for

one hour a week at one of the area^s
libraries or at a school. Activities with
the families will include: reading or
telling stories to the children, listening
to die children read to you, helping
fiunilies select books to check out,
teaching games, nursery riiymes, or
stories to the fiunilies.
This fiumly literacy project is made
possible through the generosity of the
Gadsden Foundation of the R.E. Lee

Episcopal Church, RAPH of the
Lexington Presbyterian Church, United
Way, the Friends of the Libraiy, private
contributors, and a matching funds grant
from the Bell Atlantic Corporation and
the American Library Association.

Brenda Vestal and Elaine Bezanson,
the Project's Coordinators, encourage
you to roister for the training
workshop on Saturday, November 7 at
the Library. The registration forms are
available now and may be mailed or
delivered to the Lexington Library.
Additional information is available by
calling Susan Thomas or Elaine
Bezanson at the Libnuy, 463-4324.

EAST LEX
Natural Light 12-Pk
463-3614

Openlii Midnight

Famous catalog brand ]
ladles'and idea's clothes
at terrific discounts!

TGIF
() I 1 1 F 1 S
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M0B.-Sit9-JM:39 4C3-9730

Welcome Parents
Ladies' Shoes, Clothing & Accessories
Lots cfNeiv Fall Merchandise!
23 N. Main Street
LexingtravVA 24450
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Heroes Cynicism Is Positively Villainous

By Michael Salvatore Roe
Well, folks, Fall Break is over and I
am back to talk about all of the insanely
entertaining things I did during the past
five days. For one thing, I discovered
two great new albums, one by R.E.M.
called "Automatic for the People," and
the other by Sugar, the new band
formed by Bob Mould. As if that isn't
good enough, six of my closest friends
and I made a visit to Chicago to take in
the sights. The biggest of these was The
Oprah Winfrey Show, and as members
of the studio audience we basked in our
15 seconds of fame. But first, let us talk
about new music.
R.E.M.: AUTOMATIC FOR THE
PEOPLE
This album was officially released
sometime last week and in my opinion
is one of their best albums to date. I
don't know about the rest of you, but
the A.O.R. crap R.E.M. was putting
out during the "Document"/''Green'' era
made me sick to my stomach. It was
quite refreshing to hear them branch out
to different styles on "Out of Time,"
and they have kept the creative juices
flowing on this latest offering.
Employing a wide variety of strings and
other odd instruments, they have created
a somewhat ethereal and somber tone
on this album reminiscent of, well,
nobody else. In fact the songs on this
album move so slowly that, although I
really like it, it almost always puts me
to sleep. I for one appreciate the fact
that there is no annoying "Stand" or
"Shiny Happy People" on the album

that makes me want to rip Stipe's vocal
chords out. I believe that the song "Man
on the Moon" is at least as good as
anything they've ever put out, especially
since it seems to have something to do
with Latka Gravas from "Taxi."
Although all the songs are good, my
other favorites are "The Sidev/indsr
Sleeps Tonite" and "Ever>'body Hurts,"
a somewhat cheesy but effective song
about not feeling down because life
sucks for everyone (one of my favorite
themes). If you are a fan of R.E.M.
you probably have bought or taped this
album already, but if you are wavering
and think they may have gone back to
the "Green" days, think again. This is a
great album for those who like a variety
of instruments and styles on one album
and it should become a part of your
collection.
SUGAR: COPPER BLUE
After Bob Mould's last album,
entitled "Black Sheets of Rain," became
his best-selling offering to date
(including his years with Husker Du),
he fired his back-up band and his major
label record company to get back to his
roots: band-oriented indie rock. It seems
that the professional session players
who played on his two solo projects
were too independent and wanted to
come and go as they pleased while Bob
wanted to be in a BAND. So now we
have Sugar, consisting of Bob and two
old friends, David Barbe and Malcolm
Travis. The sound is a perfect mixture
between his solo projects and his woik

British director Stephen Frears' ("The Grifters," "Dangerous Liasons") latest film
is "Hero," which stars Dustin Hoffman ("Hook," "Rain Man"), Geena Davis
("Thelma and Louise," "Earth Girls Are Easy") and Andy Garcia ("Dead Again,"
"The Godfather Part III"). The plot: Jaded television journalist, Davis, is in a
horrible plane crash and is saved by a mysterious stranger, Hoffman. Because his
philosophy has always been "keep a low profile," Hoffman sneaks away after saving
the day. In search of a ratings boost, Davis' station offers a million dollar reward
to the "hero" if he'll come forward and grant them an exclusive interview. Much
to the incarcerated Hoffman's chagrin, Garcia falsely comes forward and captures
the heart of a gullible nation.

Rocco CaUmusOf Walter Godlewsid, Katherine Londos, and
with Husker Du, both loud and melodic,
acoustic and electric, and always,
always, angst-ridden. The single is
called "Changes" and is better than
anything on "Black Sheets." Other stand
outs are "A Good Idea," which could
pass as a Pixies song, and "If I Can't
Change Your Mind," which is more
reminiscent of Bob's "Workbook" days.
However, like the new R.E.M., there is
not really a bad song on the album if
you like hard-driven melodies about
blame, emptiness, and insanity.
Sometimes Bob can sound a lot like
Ozzy Osboume, but in a good way (Is
that possible? Yes, that is possible),
because he sings with real feeling and
he never did a duet with Lita Ford.
Anyway, buy this album instead of that
extra Moonpie and you will both lose
weight and enjoy great music.

Roe at Harpo Studio

Now for the mom^t I've all be
waiting for. Damn, I ended a senten
with a prqx>sition and I don't ev
know what it is about. The OpT
Winfrey Show is filmed at Han
Studios in the market district
Chicago, which is very close to J
downtown area. Chris Enloe, U
Elliott, and Kelly Smith were alreai
attending the 9:00 a.m. taping of t
show when the cab containing Rocc
Walter, Katherine Londos and myse
pulled up. For some reason they wou
not allow Walter to make reservatioi
for the seven of us to attend the sao
show, so, much to our chagrin, we lu
to split up. After waiting in line for
while, we finally got to the front ai
presented one of the friendly pages wi
continued on page.

JAMES: Maybe I had my hopes up too high. I've loved everything I've ever seen
by Stephen Frears, but I was disappointed with this film. If the cast were not so
strong, I would have been very bored. This is just a nineties take on Frank Capra's
"Meet John Doe" (with a healthy dose of "Tlie Front Page" provided by Chevy
Chase, in a major, unbilled part.) It was cute, but that's about all.
STEPHANIE: The movie was definitely doing something with Capra, but it was so
cynical that I wasn't sure if this was the twisted Frears' version of an homage to^
Capra, or if it was intended as a send-up of Capra's saccharine-sweet sentimentality.
Or maybe it was just his way of showing us how much we've degenerated since the
time when Capra's films were reflective of the society that loved them. After all,
this movie is billed as "a comedy for our time."
JAMES: Well, if it was a send-up it wasn't fimny after a while, and if it was an
homage then I just didn't care after a while (and I am an ardent Capra fan who still
cries every time I see "It's a Wonderful Life"). Hoffman was amusing as the surly
hero, but before the movie was half over even he wore a little thin (periiaps because
the character was a litle too similar to Ratso Rizzo from "Midnight Cowboy"). I
would sooner recommend that you r^t an old Capra fllm or one of Frears' earlier
fllms—it would be cheaper and you would see a better fllm.
STEPHANIE: I agree. It wasn't fimny at all; in fact, I thought it was depressing.
Hoffman wore on my nerves too. His mannerisms were overdone for much of the
fllm, although I thii^ I got to like him better toward the end of the movie. It was
Andy Garcia who really held "Hero" together. He was quite good as John Babber,
the/aia "angel of flight 104." He played it straight, which was perfect. I guess if
we must be media pawns, we may as well be manipulated by the likes of Andy
Garcia—at least he's beautiful.

JAMES: Pity I didn't have Garcia to drool over, I might have had a better time.
Though I agree that he was the strongest of the three principals. He was also the
closest to the traditional Capraesque hero-the basically nice guy who rises above the
cynicism of others. But unfortunately, he wasn't enough to save the movie for me.
STEPHANIE: Nor for me. I too am a sucker for Capra, and would have loved to
have seen a straight remake of "Meet John Doe." But this movie was so cynical that
it was disturbing; mostly, I think, because it hit the nail on the head. I guess "Hsro"
scores a few points for making me think, but not so many that I'd recommend it to
anyone. Also, Chevy Chase deserves a nod. He was genuinely funny, and the
scenes which featured him almost seemed to be from a different movie—it was
refreshing.
JAMES: I would give "Hero" three and a half Justices (quite honestly, I'm not yet
convinced that Thomas is a full Justice anyway).
STEPHANIE: I'll give "Hero" an even three Justices: not enough for a majority,
or even a very strong dissent.
JAMES: But enough for a good game of Twister. While you're still reading, let
me tell you what's on my "wanna see" list: "Glengarry Glenn Ross," with Al Pacino
and Jack Lemmon, from David Mamet's play; "Of Mice and Men," with John
Malkovich and Gary Sinise; and "A River Runs Through It," directed by Robert
Redford, and based on the magniflcent novella by Norman MacLean. I'll wager
good money that none of these come to Metro-Lex, so I don't know why I'm telling
you this.
STEPHANIE: Those of you who have read and adored "A River Runs Through It"
and can't imagine how it could be translated successfully onto the screen without
losing its greatest asset, namely the language—take heart. From what I've read, I
understand that Redford has generously peppered thefllmwith voice-overc (r'^ord-'u
by Redford himself) which are taken veibatim from MacLean's book. After I heard
that, I decided I'd give it a chance. In any event, I highly recommend that you read
the book (really, it's just a novella—a quick read) before you see the movie.
JAMES: That's all. Come see me make a fool of myself in "The Imaginary
Invalid," through Tuesday at the Lenfest Center. Tickets are free. See ya next
time.

"The Imaginary Invalid": Our Own James zales. On Stage In Interesting Legwear

By Bobby Lilly & Stephanie SenGupta

In the time honored tradition of After M*A*S*H, Laveme & Shirley, and Moik
& Mindy (our personal favorite), we are proud to present our new spin-off column:
"Theatre People." Our goal is to keep pace with the plethora of theatrical
performances that hit Lexington each week to compete for your disposable income.
(Okay, so we're being a little sarcastic....most of the shows and concerts at Lenfest
are FREE to students.) For this first installment, James has voluntarily (ha!) recused
himself due to a teensy conflict of interest with Theatre at Washington & Lee's
season opener, "The Imaginary Invalid." (More on that later.)
Moliere's classic satire skewers the medical profession as it follows the escapades
of the hyper-hypochondriac Monsieur Argan and his equally self-indulgent drotors
and family members. W&L's production is part scathing indictment of a pretentious
medical profession, part classic farce (with the requisite slapstick, subplots, and zany
stock characters), and part historical fiction.
BOBBY: First and foremost, "The Imaginary Invalid" is a very ftmny script, and
guest artist Evan Bridenstine is wonderfully mannered as the eccentric
hypochondriac. Even when he's alone on stage, his diseased Dom Delouise has an
energy that keeps the show moving.
STEPHANIE: But he doesn't have to carry the show alone. I think a big key to the
successful W&L production is the way the ensemble works together to pull off
several different styles oC comedy.c.il^y have tp do everything from madcap-, chasa

scenes to subtle wordplay. Several of the supporting players stand out.
BOBBY: Mandy Irons* scene stealing Maid deserves a play of her own, and Micha
Neal has a fim bit part as a sleazeball lawyer who isn't worthy of licking fish ski
We can count on seeing more of these two sophomores during the next couple
seasons.

BOBBY: In all seriousness, if we really told you how fimny James is, nobody would
believe this is an objective review.
STEPHANIE: He's sort of like Saturday Night Uve's "Pat" crossed with Michael
J. Fox in "Teen Wolf."

STEPHANIE: Wait. James doesn't play the sleazeball lawyer?
BOBBY: James?
STEPHANIE: James... .James Scales, You know... .he's one of those third year la>
goobs.
BOBBY: Oh, right. My notes show James Scales, the law student, plays the medic
student. That's jsgl acting. He was great.
STEPHANIE: I'm confused. Was he the blonde or the brunette?
BOBBY: It depends on which night you saw rehearsal. Last night his hair was so
of a reddish brown.
STEPHANIE: That was James?! He looked like Grizabella in "Cats."

BOBBY: I disagree. I think he has more of a Cowardly Lion thing happening with
those hair bows.
STEPHANIE: Anyhow, I first saw "The Imaginary Invalid" back in high school.
And while every production of the play is unique, the W&L production has
something truly original in the script. I like the idea of combining some "historical
fiction" about the life of Moliere with the pUy itself. The interludes that show
Moliere backstage preparing to perform in his own play make this production more
than just a fimny French fituce.
BOBBY: I also like the new scenes a lot. We should point out that they DID NOT
rewrite the play, nor did they "modernize" it. (This is not the old "Taming of the
Shrew" set in the wild west or "Moliere on the Moon.") What director Al Gonion
has done is insert a couple of new scenes and "interludes" between the acts. The
setting of the pUy^^is combiii^d^th Moliere's backstage diiB^g !^^^

of turns "The Imaginary Invalid" into a play within a play. It is a very creative
approach, and I don't think it detracts from the comedy in the show at all.
STEPHANIE: Director Gordon points out that Moliere's plays were
originally sUged with other stuff mixed in. The format was more like Saturday
Night Live-various sketches and songs about related themes-than what we think of
as a traditional "play." I think those more dramatic scenes do affect the comedy in
the show. But I think the contrast makes the show even stronger. We haven't yet
decided on a formal rating system for this column, but I definitely encourage law
students to see "The Imaginary Invalid."
BOBBY: I also give a thumbs up, and I plan on seeing the show again before it
closes next week. This may be die most creative production staged in the Lenfest
Center to date. And James Scales, in my unbiased opinion, does a great job.
STEPHANIE: Those red tights are most becoming.
"The Imaginary Invalid" opens at the Lenfest Center tonight at 8:00 and runs
through Tuesday, October 27. Tickets are f^efor W&L students and faculty. Call
the Lenfest Center Box Office (463-8000) for more ticket information.
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MobuSy Peachesy and Stakes Eat the WHOLE Thing at Fast Lanes
By John "Mobus" Seelert, Jeremy "Peaches" Hockensmith, & Mike Stakes
This week*s food review provides a
return to the true spirit of the Food
Guys, as well as a historic occasion.
Although no official records have been
kept, weighing in at a biscuit under 800
pounds and possessing primal eating
power, the participants in this review
possibly rank as the largest and most
voracious Food Guy team ever
assembled. As such, we had the ability,
desire and duty to avoid the pitfalls of
previous reviewers, namely, the
problem of prejudicial reviews caused
by selective menu consumption. Our
remedy: to eat the mtire menu.
With limited fimds and unlimited
appetites, we longed for a place to fill
our stomachs without emptying our
wallets. The only choice: the Fast
Lanes Bowling Alley.
For you first years who lack the
fortitude to bowl on Thursdays, the Fast
Lanes Snack Bar is neatly tucked away
just inside the bowling all^*8 entrance.
It offers patrons a diz^ing array of
culinary delights as well as a
spectacular view of the parking lot and
neighboring mini-golf course. Prices
range from 85 cents to $3.85.
However, true connoisseurs quickly
leave the dining area and head straight
for the lanes to wolf down their flood,
as well as bum off a few calories while
rolling the rock.
The menu is conveniently divided into
the left andrightsides, or courses one
and two. The left side includes a
hamburger, cheeseburger, bacon Swiss
burger, hot dog, com dog, chili dog,

waged war with the right side of the
menu. The right side includes fries,
onion rings, fried cheese sticks, fried
mushrooms, fried cauliflower, nachos,
a club sandwich and a BLT.
Unfortunately, this course takes two
platters and therefore, you must make a
return trip to the snack bar to pick up
your beer pitcher.

and we seriously considered giving him
CPR. Fortunately, after splitting his
jeans, Mobus fought through his illness
and continued bowling. Unfazedbythe
chili. Peaches* scores went up after
eating die bowling alley fbod.
Unaffected
the mushrooms. Stakes*
scores increased slightly, although this
probably means little because his scores
were so low to begin with.
The highlight of the meal was the
PEACHES: Hey, they left off the fish
slushie
from the new slushie machine.
fillet. Call the manager!
COUNTERPERSON: The Mrs. Paul's Installed just in time for winter, the
machine offers three flavors: brown,
delivery truck jackknifed on 1-81.
blue,
and orange.
MOBUS: Hey, Stakes, stop eating like
Buschman and come eat your wedge of
MANAGER: People are complaining
this BLT.
the brown stuff is really bad, so we're
STAKES: No way, it has mayonnaise
going
to have to getridof it.
on it.
PEACHES:
That advice would apply to
MOBUS: You don*t eat mayonnaise? I
most
of
the
other brown stuff on the
guess that must be how you stay so...
menu.
fit.
PEACHES: Quit fighting. Guys, diis
tartar sauce is damn fine eating by
itself.
While there was little dissent over the
fiivorites of the first course, opinions
differed over the second half of the
menu.

We tried the other two flavors and
really enjoyed them. Theyrivalany in
Rockbridge County. Stakes diinks the
slushies will reduce the chance of a
DUI on the trip home. Mobus notes
that they will allow bowlers to have
colored tongues, much like his favorite
professional wrestler, George "The
Animal" Steele.
Overall, the atmosphere of the FAST
LANES SNACK BAR is that of a
friendly family restaurant, complete
with frolicki^ children.
This
atmosphere varies with the particular
league bowling that night. There*s no
dress code, but if you wear a baseball
hat, you*il fit rij^t in. If bowling
doesn*t float your boat, try the video
arcade (but not the pop-a-stet machine
because it only has two balls... one less
than Peaches). Burgers are the safest
bet, and the dudiies alone are worth the
trip. Till we eat (I mean bowl) again.

Canoeing to Hell and Back

MOBUS: I reaUy like these fries, but
rd rather lick the lint between Peaches* By Lynn Watson
toes than eat another one of these
This issue I get to write about the two-day, twenty-two mile canoe trip organized
mushrooms.
by
the Outing Club. Sure, Balfour got to write about the white-water rafting trip.
STAKES: Mobus, that's not on the
Superficially,
that may seem more exciting, but wait until you hear this...
m^u, but you can review it next time.
Boredom with the hum-drum Spant^'s, Palms, Bone sc^e once again forced law
I thought the mushrooms were greasy,
students to recognize that the surroundings here offer a plethora of outdoor-adventure
but still sneaky good.
ham and cheese sandwich, and a bacon PEACHES: Would either of you care opportunities. Slowly and bravely, twelve students gathered at the James River
and cheese sandwich. Amazingly, our for some of the nachos with chili? Canoe Livery, otherwise known as the Teapot. This place of business is located on
U.S. 60 heading toward Buena Vista and is directly across from the Maury River.
friendly counterperson piled the left side Nobody's touched them yet.
The close location of theriverled me to believe we would carry our canoes across
on just one tray. As soon as we hauled
th& road and plop on in. Incorrect. First, a long and painful video on canoe safety.
Good
News!
All
bowling
alley
food
the tray to our lane, the carnage began.
is easily washed down with cold beer.
Just ^ e n we thought it was safe to spend a Uiy day on theriverwith food and
STAKES: The bacon Swiss burger was Of the draft beer we tried (and we tried
brew,
we were warned of the dangers. Believe me, there are many. I, for one,
delightful, but the com dog is not as it all), Coors Light was easily the best.
thought
the extended safety video took a bit of the fim out of the start, especially
good as I remembered. In £u;t, it's The Miller Lite tasted like it had been
continued on page 15
fermented in those court jester looking
kind of disgusting.
MOBUS: Peaches, what happened? bowling shoes. We dni^ it anyway.
You're sweating profusely... or at least The Natural Light and Bud Light were
cold and adequate. Coors Light is our
more profusely than usual.
4«»106
PEACHES: Man, it had to be the chili overwhelming recommendation.
fi^iTE r c c w
l«7S.MainSL
For those of you watching your
dog.
weight,
the snack bar offers several
MOBUS (looking at the chili): Now I
know how they deal with that stray cat salads.
What is Big
Will eating at the bowling alley
problem around here.
Big is Big! Not necessarily Better - just Big. At White Rront we try our best to serve you with
improve your score? Timmy Tax, take
finest foods & die best meats in town. Student Charge Accounts are available? So come by
note:
After
bowling
four
games
and
We all agreed that the highlight of the
soon and take advantage of the items we cany which are too Big to include in thb ad. Here are
first course was the burgers (the best in eating enough fbod to kill a small
a few items we have on !^)ecial this week..
town). The other items were filling. mammal, no clear answer emei^ged to
Avoid the chili like die plague this burning question. If you exclude
(PEACHES: If it staggered me, it might Mobus* bout with the fried mushrooms
Sprite, Mr. Fibb, Mdlo Ydlo & Oieerwine
in
the
second
game,
Mobus*
score
kill a lesser man.)
After polishing of the left side of steadily increased. Many of you may
Wise
the menu m a mere 10 frames, we laugh, but after eating the nmshrooms,
Natural Lite-Suitcase ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
Mobus turned a ghastly shade of green,
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Balfour's Notes: Contemporary Poetry in a Shoebox
By Amy Balfour
Hi there. Well, I know eveiyone
really wants to read Mike Roe*s review
of his 15 minutes of fame on the Oprah
Winfiey Show, so feel free to read that
article now and come back to this one
when you're done.... Okay. My topic
today has generally to do with those
Nike/Reebok ads that can be found
infiltrating magazines across America.
What I have noticed is that these ads are
actually quite inspiring. The problem,
however, is that crafty liberal arts
graduates woiking at the big advertising
agencies on Madison Avenue are
writing this stuff—stuff which is
probably going to be viewed as the only
examples of American poetry at the turn
of the centuiy (millenium for that
matter). Now ya see, I (along with
most of you guys probably) majored in
English, so I have been exposed to the
great poetic woiks of the ousters
throughout the ages, and I feel robbed
of my right(?) to inspiring verse!
Now, what .does any of this have to
do with law school, you may ask.
Well, every fall as the lazy days of
summer come to an end, I go into a
brief, seasonal depression because I
know the short, cold days of a winter in
Lexington are rapidly approaching. As
I sit and wait for daylight savings time
to end, I ask myself "What's the point?"
(a question I've pondered more
seriously while in law school) At a
time such as this, the only way to get
out of a fiink is to read the inspiring
words of great poets and bards who
were moved by the beauty of nature (or

WELCOME

want my money. "Go for it" does not
equal "Ah, but a man's reach should
exceed his grasp, or what's a heaven
for^" Nor does "Just do it" equal "I am
the master of my fate, I am the captain
of my soul." See what I mean?

by problems worse than mine) to write
in iambic pentameter. As I have come
to notice, however, all the good stuff
was written 100 years ago.
My point? Well, modem poetty is
ugly and uninspiring except for those
dam running shoe ads! Any time I see
a poem written recently it tends to be
ugly and unintelligible. Now I know all
you creative writing snobs will probably
say that pretty, coherent poetry is for
babies. Well, I don't care—when I want
to be inspired to greatness I want to
understand what I'm reading. I will
give you an example to prove my point:
(this is a parody)

exercise and empowerment taped up at
various places.
The problem, however, is that these
moving little bits of modem poetry end
with pithy slogans such as "Just do it"
and "Go for it" which tend to remind
one that you're feeling all rosy and
^)ecial because some advertising
executives planned it that way. My
point again-I feel robbed at a very
critical point in my year. Where are the
poets to sing the songs of our age?
Maybe the times are confusing and
ugly, but I dont want my poetry to be
that way, and I don't want to be
inspired by advertising
kids who

Aargh...the pain - broken glass
Images of you reflected....sadness,
pain Bugs on the floor and Shards of

Tucker Lecture Held

So what is one to do? Well, I bought
a pair of Nikes, and I think I'll just jog
my way out of this fimk unless anybody
, has some tme modem and meaningful
' verse I can read. And by the way, I
did not buy the shoes because of the
ads-I just liked the purple racing stripe
on the side of the shoe that makes me
look like I'm running fast.

previously known.
Black was an
evangelical Christian; Douglas a polio
other Constitutional themes. Horwitz survivor, environmentalist and
noted that even New York limes v. individualist; Warren a Clalifomian
SuUivany seen today as "the actualpolitician; Brennan a Catholic; Goldberg
malice libel case," was at its heart a a Jewish labor lawyer; Fortas a Jewish
civil rights case— the Supreme Court's new dealer; and Marshall an African
quashing of an attempt by the American civil rights activist. As a
government of Alabama to put a pro- comparison, Horwitz cited Justice
segregation newspaper out of business. Harlan, a prep school, Harvard, and
Professor Horwitz, constrained by Rhodes graduate who practiced in New
time, turned at the end of the lecture to York City, as a more "traditional"
the personalities of the justices who justice who was less disposed to adopt
made the revolution of the "living a progressive view of the Constitution.
The vision of these outsiders, largely
constitution" possible. He gave brief
portraits of seven Justices he called "unperverted by sophisticated thought,"
"outsiders" to sophisticated and engendered the idea of a "living
mainstream legal culture. These men constitution." Their revolution was "a
were able to draw upon their personal major turning point in Constitutional
experiences to expand the Constitution history," Horwitz said. "We should
into a "living document."
Justices enormously admire it as something
Black, Douglas, Warren, Brennan, uniquely American."
Goldberg, Fortas and Marshall,
Professor Horwitz' speech was
according to Horwitz, brought a preserved on videotape and is available
perspective to the Court that it had not at the circulation desk.
continued from page 6

I ate a cheeseburger today.
Now, see? How is one supposed to be
inspired by something like that? The
closest thing I can find to the great
words of those mighty poets of the past
are Nike/Reebok ads that generally
imply "Hey, you—you're a great person
even if you are a lazy slob. Just buy
our shoes and then you'll be a lazy slob
with a pair of expensive shoes."
Actually, the way these ads really say it
is through little indented paragraphs
spaced stragically across the page with
buzzwords and imagery that sound
pretty dam good. So good, in fact, that
I have seen these little sonnets of

PARENTS

B E / R i n r S
I LEXINOfON^^^^

Place Your Orders Naiv
For Our Exclusive Gold-Plated
W&L Colonnade Christmas Ornament

Restaurant

•HHiat LEE HI Truck

Stop

GwatSelecUons tmn the Menu Including
"All You am Eat ^tlon"
plus outstanding «;pec/a/s dalty,
'^Breakfast Buffet n:$0p.m.-4:30a.m.
Especially For W&L Law Students

16 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA 24450
(703)463-1832

Now Serving CHURN EXPRESS
Premium Ice Cream & Yogurt
Open 24 Hours for Your Convenience
Route 11 North * Lexington, VA » 463-3478
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Goin^ Down The Road: Roanoke ^s Best-Kept Secrets
By J.D. Lowry
come upon the Franklin Road exit.
Take this exit and veerrightat the end
of the off-ramp; Tanglewood will be
immediately on your right. It's smaller
than Valley View, but I find its locallyowned shops a bit more interesting.
Finally, Roanoke's best-kept secret
for the book lover is located at Towers
Mall. Once again, take 1-581 until it
turns into U.S. 220, and take the exit
for Colonial Avenue. When you get to
the traffic light at the end of the offramp, Towers will be across the street
from you; it is a brown adobe-like
building that looks more like a strip
mall firom that angle. There is indeed
an interior, accessible through the
glassed-in area at the center of the strip,
and
in its rear is Ram's Head
The Malls: There are four. Valley
View Mall is the largest and most Bookstore, which, although messy, puts
useful, with several department stores, Books, Strings, & Things (see below) to
a Victoria's Secret, etc. Follow the shame. Also located at Towers is E.I.
signs for the airport off 1-581 to Randle, which has the most exclusive
Hershberger Road, where an off-ramp women's sportswear (Ralph Lauren,
is clearly marked "Shopping Center." Ruff Hewn) in the area; take the
Getting back to 1-581 is a little more escalators down to the back terrace,
complicated. Go past the Burger King turn left, and go all the way to the end.
and Shaker's to Valley View Boulevard Plenty of other unique shops make
and take the Hershberger Road off- Towers well worth a visit. To get back
ramp. (The airport, incidentally, is to U.S. 220, turn right out of the
only another 500 feet or so down Valley parking lot and turn left at the Wonju
Avenue light.
View Boulevard.)
Near Valley View is Crossroads
Downtown: Downtown Roanoke has
Mally which used to be the shopping
mecca of Northwest Roanoke before been the scene of an extensive
Valley View was built.
Almost revitalization project, and it's a friendly
everything of interest has moved out place to walk around. The City Market
now with the exertion of the is at the center of it all, with fruit and
Waccamaw Home Decor Superstore, veggie voidors and a big maricet
which is worth the trip in itself. building reminiscent of the Old Post
There's a Circuit City, too, and if Office in D.C. Highlights of the
you're a parental unit, something called Market Square area are Books, Strings,
a Baby Superstore that might be & Things, on Market Square, which in
promising (I've had no cause to visit). addition to a good variety of books
To get there, take the Hershberger (second only to Ram's Head) has a very
Road/Airport exit off 1-581; Crossroads eclectic selection of music that you
is on your left about a quarter of a mile won't find in your Columbia House
up Hershberger. (As long as you're out catalog; Studios on the Square, next
there, go through the Waccamaw door to BS&T, which combines galleiy
parking lot to Airport Road and head space with affordable gift shopping; and
west past the 99-cent theater; the next Mill Mountain Coffee and Tea, across
left takes you to a newly constructed the street from both of the above, home
strip mall that is the home of Phar-Mor
[my favorite discount toiletry and beer
emporium] and Sam's Whol^ale Club.)
Besides Valley View, Tanglewood
Mall is the best-equipped in town. It's
a longer drive; take 1-581 for about 9
36VamerLane
miles, past the point where it changes
463-3975
into U.S. 220. Just when you think
Mon.Thurs.&6;Fri.8-5
you've gone too far, the speed limit
suddenly lowers to 45 mph and you will

Let's face it-while Lexington may
be, as someone said on the radio the
other day, the "Colonial Williamsburg
of Western Virginia," there are some
things that are notably lacking in our
lovely and historic metropolis. For
those who find themselves dissatisfied
with the underabundance of shopping
and food available in Rockbridge
County, or who need some of the other
facilities only available in a city too big
to offer horse-and-buggy tours, relief is
available just 45 miles south on 1-81 in
Roanoke. The following is a guide to
some of the most interesting and
necessary features of the "Star City of
the South."

George's
Hairstylist

Way You Look Tonight," you need
look no further than across the street at
the Coach and Four. There's no Greek,
but the menu offers a slightly more
diverse selection than the Charcoal
Steak House's sixteen different kinds of
cow. Average cost: $40-60. For both,
take the ubiquitous Hershberger/Airport
exit; take Hershberger to Williamson
and turn left. Both restaurants are less
than a half-mile from this intersection;
the Coach and Four will be on the left
and the Charcoal Steak House will be
on the right. And a word of advice:
resist the temptation to eat at La Maison
du Gourmet. While the surroundings
are lovely and the atmosphere genteel,
Restaurants:
I present these the service is slow and the meat tends to
selections not as a definitive list, but be cooked to the consistency of a Super
rather as a brief sampling of my Ball. The Coach and Four is just as
personal favorites.
All of these elegant, if that's your bag, and you will
establishn^ts offer eclectic menus actually be able to chew your food.
which I think will please almost anyone.
Slightly Less Expensive: Carlo's, just
Prices listed are for two people, off the City Maricet, bills itself as a
including drinks and dessert.
Brazilian restaurant. Its strongest point
Expensive: For early-'80's, "Hart to is its seafood; their poached salmon is
Hart,"
Caesar's-Palace-wanna-be
the best I've ever had. Also try
atmosphere, you can't beat the Charcoal Antarctica, the Brazilian beer. Average
Steak House.
While its primary
cost: $35-45. Follow the directions
specialty is, obviously, steak, it also has above to the downtown ^area and walk
a fine selection of Gre^ specialties. down Market Street two blocks past
The baklava is astonishing. The best
Market Square; Carlo's is on the left.
part, though, is the live music-there's
Affordable
and Worth the
a pianist on weeknights and a three- Atmosphere: You know how on TV
piece combo with singer on wedcends,
shows you always see people eating at
playing terrific lounge-lizard standards
continued on page 14
while you eat. If you can't deal with
chowing down to "All of Me" and "The
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IN.STX)RE SERVICE CENTER
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(800) 468-6667
Conwr of Ogdan A SUrlMy Roadt
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Lexington
463-9841

Frank's Pizza
11 to 3 Monday-Friday

LUNCH SPECIAL
only $2,85
10" Supreme Pizza, FREE Small Drink

Lexington Bike Shop
Cannondale - TREK - Diamond Back - Giant
Jansport day packs and book bags
Mon.-Fri. 9-5/Sat 9-12 Noon
130 S. Main St

of the most decadent cheesecake in the
universe. Just down Canq>bell Avenue
is Center in the Square, which houses
the Mill Mountain Theatre and the
Science Museum of the Roanoke
Valley, as well as Roanoke's art and
history museums. There are plenty of
other great things to see. To get there,
take Exit 5, "Downtown," off 1-581.
Veer right onto Williamson Road; go
straight past the H&C Coffee and Dr.
Pepper signs and turn right at the
bottom of the overpass onto Salem
Avenue. Paik wherever. Market
Square is located on Campbell Avenue,
parallel to Salem one block over.

only $2,351
10" Pizza, One Topping ,Free Small Drink
463-7969

for real ITALIAN Pizza In 5 minutes or less
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by King
& Smokey
VLF lOLTA Public Service Fellowships Available
By Sandy Philipps

^

To assist.students who would like to
consider employment in the public
sector this summer, the Virginia Law
Foundation has approved a grant of
$45,000 to fund public interest
fellowships for students at the six
accredited law schools in Virginia.
Each school will receive $7,500 to
award a minimum of three fellowships,
called the VLF lOLTA Public Service
Fellowships. The recipients will work

during the summer of 1993 for public
interest employers in Virginia. Eligible
employers include legal aid, public
defender offices, the judiciary, and probono groups (poverty law, civil rights
law and public interest law).
Before applying, a student must
secure an offer of employment from a
public interest employer. In a memo,
the student should describe the position
and the employer, and explain why he

While you concentrate on your
professional interview.
Let us worry dH>ut your travel arrangements.

Opme ^

DontJLet The Botidays:
C^ inpr ^ITie X i ^ ^

We provide toll-firee access nationwide
• Free ticket delivery
• Ftee Visa and Passport assistance
• Free convenient parking
• Free $100,000 Travel Insurance

AH mqfor credit ccads are accepted.

463*2197

or she would like to woik in the public
interest area. The grants are not to be
used in combination with any other
fimding.
Applications must be
received in the Placement Office by
November 20, 1992.
(First year
students are not eligible for the fall
deadline). If all fellowships are not
awarded during the fall semester,
applications will be accepted in the
spring semester, with a deadline of
March 26.
W & L fellowship recipients for
summer 1992 were:
Laura Fenn - Portsmouth Public
Defender;
Daniel Munroe - Hon. Norman
Moon, Virginia Court of
Appeals, Lynchburg;

r

Monoka Venters - Virginia Legal Aid
Society, Farmville;
Laurie Ann Winkler - Legal Services
of Northern Virginia,
Alexandria.
The first lOLTA fellowships were
awarded for the summer of 1990. From
the reports submitted by students and
their employers, it is obvious the
Virginia Law Foundation is succeeding
in its goal of providing assistance to
programs and organizations that are
expected to improve the administration
of justice, and providing students with
practical experience in the justice
system. We are proud of our students
for participating in this program, and
gratefiU to the Foundation for fimding
these fellowships.

Hoiman Coffey Furniture
4634476

Welcome Parents
Come see usforall of yourfomitureneeds!
-carpets
-tables
-rockers
-bedding

-end tables
-chairs & rediners
-desks
-dressers

New & Used Fumituxe
J
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Life Beyond Lewis Hall: Sarber and Winkler Profiled
By Andrea Wahlquist & Rebecca McFerren
No, this is not some kind of scandal piece about the
secret lives of W&L law goobs (we couldn't be so
lucky!); however* there are diose of us who do actually
do something outside of class. This column's purpose
is to profile Afferent students who may have otherwise
unknown talents or interests that deserve mention...
like third-year Johnny Sarber. Sarber is an Assistant
Coach for the W&L Men's Varsity soccer team,
devoting three or more hours every day to practices,
and his Saturdays to games. (How many of us would
give as much time to anything other than school or
Spanky's?)

Sarber began playing soccer at the tender age of 7,
and after spending four years on W&L's soccer team
as forward and surviving his first year in law school,
Sarber got involved in coaching his second year. As.
he explains it, "You think that once you play four
years in college, that's it. Here, I'm able to contribute
the little I know about the game to the team. I don't
know much about coaching, but if I have a tip I can
give, and it helps, that's enough." When asked what
he gets out of it, he admits that it offers a "release
from the grind of briefs and trials," but that this
advantage is only secondary. The real reason he

coaches is simple. "I love being around it. To put
something back into a program I got so much out of
for four years means a lot."
For those of you who are interested in coaching,
Sarber adds that anyone v^o has experience should
speak with Head Coach Piranian. For those of you
who are interested more generally, there is a HOME
GAME on Saturday, October 24, right in our backyard
(the field across from Liberty Hall ruins) at 2 p.m.
against Lynchburg College. The team record is 4-6,
and Sarber says that "if they play their best" they could
win the Conference Tournament. I might also add that
Sarber suggested the crowd turn-out could be better,
especially among the law students. So why not take a
break, go sit on the hill (especially if the weather's
good), catch some of the game, and prove to the
undergrads that we are not all the "goobs" they think
we are? The fresh air might actually do us some
good, if we can remember what it smells like...
Or had you forgotten that life exits beyond these
hallowed halls of legal education? Well, now's the
perfect time to refresh your memory, while those
infamous, mid-semester "law school blues" are
wreaking havoc on otherwise totally dedicated students.
Third-year Laurie Winkler suggests an activity to help
you reacquaint yourself with the outside world: she
runs a program in which W&L law students tutor
students at Lylbum Downing Middle School.
Thinking that the tutoring program would be a great
relief from the typical law school day (and who
couldn't use a break right about now?), Winkler first
became involved as a participant last year. She said
that tutoring is a very rewar^g experience, adding,
"It is interesting to see how sixth, seventh, and eighth
graders perceive the world."
Winkler has been active in community service since
her undergraduate days at UNC Chapel Hill, where she
contributed to ^^t she calls "living learning
programs" as well as food and clothing drives. She
has also spent the past two summers woiking in legal

aid offices in Lexington and Alexandria, Virginia.
After gnuhiation, Winkler plans to continue her
community service by woiking in some type of public
interest job or a govemment agency.

In the meantime, Winkler's main concern is getting
more law students involved in the tutoring program.
She has a list of 35 to 40 middle school students who
each need to be matched with a tutor. Thus far, only
17 law students have volunteered their services.
Tutors are needed for various subjects, including
English, history, science, social studies, and especially
pre-algebra and Latin. The tutoring sessions last from
3:00 to 3:30 p.m. every Monday through Thursday at
Lylbum Downing Middle School. Any interested
persons should contact Laurie Winkler. And who
knows? You may just learn something from these
kids—or at least regain your sanity.
And now a heartfelt plea from Andrea & Becky:
If anyone has - or knows of someone who has ~
any hidden talents (keep it dean, folks!), please
drop a note at the Law News office or at our
respective carrels. Thanks.

Your Guide to Fun 'n' Games in the Star City
continued from page 12
Polynesian restaurants where they serve
all the drinks in containers shaped like
tiki gods and Buddhas? You can enjoy
this experience for yourself at Fiji
Island, a Chinese/Japanese/Polynesian
restaurant that is high on service and
even higher on atmosphere-each guest
receives a plastic lei to wear while
dining amid the jumble of "Gilligan's
Island"-type decor. Eat here if you're
rushing to catch the show at the
Tanglewood Cinemas, because they
have the most efficient service in town.
The food's good, too. Average cost:
$20-25. Follow the above directions to
Tanglewood Mall except turn left from
the U.S. 220 off-ramp; take Franklin
Road past the Townside Festival strip
mall and tum left at the Radio Shack
ConqHiter Center. Fiji Island is on
yourrightpast the little strip mall.
Sandwiches Plus: Roanoke abounds
with little delis, but a good one to try is

Boomer's, located within a mile cf
Hollins College; do with that
information what you will. They have
a wide variety of good cheap
sandwiches and their selection of beer is
better than you would expect; the widescreen TV guarantees Monday Night
Football fim, and either Wednesday or
Thursday night (I forget which) is
Hollins Night. Average cost: $10-15.
Take the HoUins/Cloverdale exit off I81 (before you get to 1-581); go down
Plantation Road to the first light and
tum right onto Williamson Road.
Boomer's is in the Food Uon shopping
center about a block from there, at the
Peters Creek Road intersection. ^
This should be mough information to
get you started on a Roanoke odyssey of
your own. Space prevents me from
going into a more advanced discussion
of some of the other wonders of
Roanoke, such as the Mill Mountain

Star, Happy's Flea Market, and
Miniature Graceland; I may deVote a
future installment to such sights and

sites as these. Until then, have a good
time, and I hope my directions don't get
anyone lost.
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Roe and Co. Invade Chicago, Go "Harpo"
gUd to accommodate them because we
were both wearing really queer colored
our picture I.D. *8. We thenreceiveda diiits and we wanted them to show up
waiver that we had to sign tayiqg we
briigfat on the screen. The crowd was
would rdinquidi righti to our
predominately female and <rfder than our
appeaiance on tfie show and that we
gang, but they were no more
w ^ d not discuss Opndi*s cheeseburger endiusiastic because we diouted and
diet. We weretfienushered into a huge yelled and whistled just as loud when
waitmg room where pictures hung on
the producer asked "Who is nosy?* and
the wall depicting Oprsh with a wide
"Who is a loudmouth?" We knew she
variety of c e l ^ , from Cher to Tom
was just buying time so Oprah could get
Cniise to the New Kids on the Block.
anodier layo* of m a k ^ on, but
My personal favorite was the picture of
dammit, we were so excited. Right
Opnih with Hammer, because she was
before Oprah came out they announced
wearing a horrendous outfit that was
the topic: "Parents who have had thdr
almost as tacky as Hammer's parKhute.
children
taken away confront their
In fiict, they were both wearing
accusers."
The producers then asked if
parKhutes. We waited for almost an
this
topic
relates
to anyone in the
hourforthe 9:00 crew to eut the studio
audience.
Consequently,
in the middle
and by 11:15 we were called by number
to enter the studio and choose our seats. of all the joyous excitement and
schoolgirl giggling of the audience,
There were not many seats left when
women stood up one-by-one and told
we got inside, but as it turns out one of the most gut-wrenching and heartfelt
the producers asked me and Rocco to sit
sob stories in front of a bunch of
right up front because they had resenred
perfect strangers. I seriously thought I
too many seats for the guests. We were
might ciy before Oprah even entered
continued Jhm page 9

the studio. Luckily, she came out right
afler these admissians and the crowd
went back to fever pitch. The cool
thing was that die just walked out
nonchalantly widi her note cards and
discussed ibc last minute details of the
show with her veiy cute producer-all
right in front of Rocco and myself. She
then brought the guests out and got ri^t
down to business (except for a short
chat with me, Rocco, and about twenty
housewives about her shoes). Before I
knew it, thefiuniliartheme song was
playing and Oprah was announcing the
topic and introducing the first guests. I
don*t want to go into detail about the
show because I want everyone to see it
for themsdves, but it tunis out that one
couple had three children taken away
because other members of their funily
turned them in for being unfit parents.
Now all four of them were on Oprah to
state their case and to wrestle with this
very intriguing issue. The questions
were great: Did the mother try to sell
one of her babies for $300? Did the

mother have three, four, or five
diildren? (Even she didn't know.) Did
the sister-in-law object to giving the
bal^ back to its natural mother because
she could not have kids of her own?
Did Walter ask a really serious questios
on national tdevision dressed in s,
business suit? These questions might
sound boring to some, but it was a hell
of a lot better than any kiw class !*ve
had to sit through. The show ended
after about an hour and Oprah stayed
late to shake everybody's hand. When
it was my turn I looked into her trusting
andfiuniliareyes and said the words
I've always wanted to say: "Oprah,
you're a beautiful person." This spelled
the end of our Oprah experience. My
trip to Chicago was full of many
interesting days and nights, but when I
drive over that bridge to Bean's Bottom
eveiy night and reflect on this Fall
Break I open my mouth and softly
whisper these words: "Oprah,
Oprah...."

Outing Club Canoeists Brave the Elements
continuedfrompage 10
when every comment was followed with a price quote on damaged equipment. Mike
Roe later shared that the old and wise canoe man "just cared about us."
When the video ended I think we all were contemplating a Hardee's Biscuit run
before leaving civilization. However, we were promptly herded onto a bus which
came straight out of "The Partridge Family." As we s ^ at 30 or 40 miles per hour
toward the James River put-in, it was suggested that we get out and hitch-hike home,
leaving our fearless leader, Sandy Thomas, and the wise canoe man to enjoy the
outdoors. Lack of initiative on our part prevailed and finally we arrived at the
James. After much packing, loading, and eating of Slim Jims, we were off. Twelve
people, six canoes, five tents, three coolers, two maps, and one severely hung-over
Italian.
How far until we camped? Fourteen miles. This seemed especially daunting
when it became clear that Rocco and Chad (the only underclassman bored enough
to recognize the bonuses of outdoor adventure) could not keep their canoe headed
downstream. After much instruction from Sandy, they were finally shamed into
getting the vessel moving. The sun was shining brightly and the trip was truly
enjoyable. Many wild ducks and Canadian geese were spotted. Chris Enloe
appointed himself "Speaker of the Obvious" and occasionally would remark, "Wow,
it's really beautiful here." Destined to lead a Senate Committee.
The rapids were challenging, yet not hair-raising. Immediately before reaching

Fine Men's Apparel

our twelve-mile stopping point, Mike Roe and Kelly Smith encoimtered some
difficulty. As they approached an upstream "V" (which signifies rocks) and a fairly
significant rapid, both canoeists took on the characteristics of lemmings and lost
interest in avoiding these dangers, entering the rapid sideways. This led to the
dumping of the mighty ship and the dousing of all clothes and people. The water
was cold so occasionally we checked them for hypothermia. Mr. Safety at the
Teapot told us one sign of hypothermia was indifterence. As you might imagine, it
was hard to get a fair reading.
There was a bit of confusion as to where exactly we were to park the boats for the
night and sleep. A good spot was found and we pitched our tents, cooked our food,
ate, drank, and were merry. Sasquatch did not come, but some insist there was a
spotting of the Abominable Snowman.
The morning wake-up was not as pleasant. Rain, and lots of it. Everyone dozed,
hoping it would stop. It did not. One wishful can:^r queried, "So we are getting
back in the canoes?" Another prayed for a partial break of the femur, figuring this
would force an air lift out. But no, to canoe was our destiny. For another twelve
miles. IQ the rain. To our credit, we did make the twelve mile trek in two hours,
which is twice the speed expected by the wise and caring Teapot man.
I will not share the details of the take-out, because this was the only really
unpleasant part. Here's an image: Hauling gear and canoes up a mud-slide which
resembled a scene directly out of "Romancing the Stone." 'Nuff said. All in all,
a great trip.
PRIZES: Bill Waudby and Sally Broatch get Best Canoeists. Ames Bowman gets
Best Partner Choice. (That stud from Darden Business School in her canoe did all
the work) Chris Enloe and Lori Elliott get Most Erratic Paddling. Rocco and Chad,
Best Showmanship With Paddles. Stay tuned to the Outing Club bulletin board for
more fun adventure details.
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W&L LAW NEWS

Law 3 Kicks Tuckus in IM Final; Czar Staff Predicts LSFL Victors
By The Czar and The B-Czar
Greetings from the cage. We are here yet agam without the Czar. There's a lot
to cover and not a lot of time, so here we go.
Since we last graced the back page of this publication the I.M. football season has
come and gone. Law school superiority is traditionally the name of the game in I.M.
football, but obviously the first year class did not get the memo.
Yeah, they might be proud of the fact that they go out and party sometimes, but
maybe they would be better off refocusing some of that energy onto the practice
field. Basketball is four months away and a similarly disgraceful showing will not
be tolerated.
Now that the necessary ugliness has been dealt with, we can get on with the
championship game between Law II and Law in (the regular season isn't really
worth mentioning since both teams breezed through without a loss. Mind you,
relations with the fraternity system were not strengthened during these games, but
victories are victories). The championship game pitted the reigning I.M. champion
third-years against the woefully undermanned second-year charges. (The Czar
inteijects, "Waah.") Waah as you may because it still took the third years an hour
and fifteen minutes of overtime to eke out a 14-7 victory.
Highlights of the game:
1. John "The Assassin" Francisco's no-holds-barred abuse of Apur "What the
Hell Just Hit Me" Patel. The hit that left Patel on the floor and the crowd in awe
happened in regulation and miraculously only knocked Apur out for one play.
2. Too many dropped passes and potential interceptions to count.
3. Clunis nearly coming to blows with everyone in the vicinity, with little regard
to actual team affiliation.
4. Sam "Edwin Moses" Roots hurdling Lee "Vision Quest" Garlove, showing off
that deceptive agility we've heard about.
5. Tom Mitchell's (first) catch in the end zone, coming with 13 seconds left in
regulation to give Law 3 new life, followed immediately by John Hussell's little
mouthpiece escapade.
6. The referee's calls becoming more creative as his beer consumption increased.
(I swear on one play he called three seconds in the lane.)
7. Tom Mitchell's sliding grab off the turf to seal the victory for the repeat
champions.
8. Lee "Rick Flair" Garlove's post-game observation that he doesn't remember
sitting around drinking beer with the third-years after beating them last year.

Since the Bezanson Bowl will be in the books before the next issue arrives.
Stump, the Czar and myself will now give our post- season predictions.
STUMP: First, I predict that West Virginia University will be robbed, yet again,
by horrible officiating. Oh, sony, my predictions on L.S.F.L. OK. I'm not
playing, therefore, I'm not biased, so who cares what I think? Reading Dollar's and
the Czar's predictions will be much more entertaining, if not accurate.
CZAR: Riding out into a crisp autumn afternoon, clad in black and wrought from
the infernal depths of the abyss. Team Hell Patrol will roll through the early rounds
like an M1 Abrams through so much sand. Awaiting them in the Bowl will be Son
of Murl and his Bellyaching Brigade. The result? No contest. Hell Patrol 611,
Dream Team 2. (Hussell will somehow trip up John Hamilton, the 7th string Hell
Patrol QB, for a safety late in the game.) One caveat: This will only take place as
long as Firm Member QB Brad Brown leaves town for the last two rounds, as has
been rumored. Otherwise, forget everything I rambled about and poicil in The Firm

"Team Hell Patrol will roll through the early rounds like an Ml Abrams through
so much sand."

Members as L.S.F.L. champs.
VINNIE: (Bringing last, year's moniker back from the aforementioned abyss)
Predicting stuff ain't easy. It takes wit, charm, a little bit of luck, some inside
trading, and a whole lot of point-shaving. Seeing that I possess the means to none
of these I will go with some gut-instinct and a little pressure from unnamed Political
Action Groups. The Firm Members will hold true and be in the Bezanson Bowl.
Their opponents will be THE FACES (and I'm gonna be senior partner of Hunton
and Williams in two years, hell, in a hundred and two years). Actually the Firm
Members will play last year's runner-ups. The Lush Football Indians, and Coach
Patel will lead his rag-tag squad to a regulation-ending dead-lock. The Firm
Members will pull out the game on a Brown to Mitchell TD strike to capture the
title. It's like d6jk vu all over again.

Allowing tradition to dictate, we will once again conclude with "Ask the Czar."
"Iguess we at the Czar headquarters will have to admit it... The Dream Team ms.
ranked too high."
Dear Czar—I am a lowly first year who conies from a prestigious undergraduate
institution that fields a Top Twoity football team every year. I was wondering if
W&L offered a similar experience? signed, RAH-RAH
Dear RAH-RAH-Funny you should ask about the football program at W&L,
Now on to the sports that are more of interest to the law community as a whole. because despite lackluster interest in the team, the mighty Goierals sport a 3-2
record this year. Sources close to the school believe this is thefirstwinning season
Namely, the abbreviated second half of the L.S.F.L. season. Not to mess with the
for the Generals since that horrible boiler explosion back in '06. Yeah, I can
format we will now list the highlights (needless to say, this article can also be used
remember that winter like it were yesterday. Mighty cold, I'd say. Anyway, we
as a handy aid for all those students having trouble with their outline formats):
would like to salute the team and wish them continued success.
1. Timmy Tax's outstanding key touchdown catch. The catch may have been
Dear Czar~I play for an L.S.F.L. team that is, how shall we say it, "short on
great but it didn't even come close to the ensuing celd>iatiQn in the endzone. Deion
talent but long on heart." (Editon God love ya) We aren't concerned with winning,
Sanders would have been jealous. It goes without saying though, if the Czar himself
but
victory stares us in the hce we don't like to see it snatched away. My
had witnessed the play, a penalty for too much celebration and possibly taunting
question is: What is the definition of "sudden death" overtime? Signed, FACELESS
would have definitely been assessed.
Dear FACELESS~"Sudden death" means that the first team to score wins the
CAVEAT: Since the touchdown pass has taken place, quarterback Brad Brown has
game. No ifs, ands or buts. This is not an EC doctrine and therefore it can't be
been passed over for participation in Tax class. This should not be taken lightly by
changed. In other words, you cannot tie a "sadden death" game. If so, it would not
any first-years that still believe kissing-up doesn't pay. (Note: This does not apply
be called "sudden death" butrather"sudden purgatory/ or "death-sooner or later"
to Professor Groot's class.)
or "Reggie's making up the rules." (Editor: Henceforth, all L.S.F.L. games will be
played under "Sudden Death" rules,
thefirstteam that scores in overtime
2. #1 was pretty damn long.
WINS.)
3. The Lush Football Indians have finally backed up all of the annoying whining
Until next time this is the Czar and the B-Czar signing off and leaving you with
they have been doing about being ranked too low. Yeah, they beat the Dream Team.
I guess we at the Czar headc | | s will have to admit it... it is, after all, these last words of wisdom: You can always pull a muscle, but you can't pull ht.
inevitable...The Dream Team was ra^ed too high. Read: the Football Indians are (In other words, stay out of the weight room, and visit the ice cream shop often. It's
for your own good.)
still right where they belong.

